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"Her lips quivered with lust as their bodies closed. She felt all of her hot body against hers and teased her nipples with
her hot wet mouth. This was so forbidden, so erotic. And to think, just half an hour before she was chastising her about
her homework!"Are you ready for six amazing tales of taboo lesbian lust? Are you ready to release all of your sexual
tension and pent up lesbian lust? Then this is definitely the six book series for you!Each word will bring you closer to your
inevitable climax! Get ready to experience the hottest, wettest stimulation of your most intimate erogenous zones - your
mind!This kinky, taboo collection will blow your mind!CONTAINS:Giving in to MomKiss me firstLusting after her StepMom
knows bestRide Me HomeWet For Mom
Shortlisted for the Financial Times and Goldman Sachs Business Book of the Year Prize 2008 The Snowball is the first
and will be the only biography of the world's richest man, Warren Buffett, written with his full cooperation and
collaboration. Combining a unique blend of "The Sage of Omaha's" business savvy, life story and philosophy, The
Snowball is essential reading for anyone wishing to discover and replicate the secrets of his business and life success.
Warren Buffett is arguably the world's greatest investor. Even as a child he was fascinated by the concept of risk and
probability, setting up his first business at the age of six. In 1964 he bought struggling Massachusetts textile firm
Berkshire Hathaway and grew it to be the 12th largest corporation in the US purely through the exercise of sound
investing principles - a feat never equalled in the annals of business. Despite an estimated net worth of around US$62
billion, Buffett leads an intriguingly frugal life taking home a salary of only £50,000 a year. His only indulgence is a private
jet, an extravagance he wryly acknowledges by calling it "The Indefensible". In 2006, he made the largest charitable
donation on record, with most of it going to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. The Snowball provides a
comprehensive, richly detailed insight one of the world's most extraordinary and much loved public figures.
Maximizing the joy of crossdressing? Do you crossdress from a male to a female? Or is there someone in your life who
does? If so, how about taking it up a notch? Increasing the pleasure and the amount of time doing it? This isn't about how
to dress or how to become feminine. We have a book on that, and there are plenty of other resources too. This is how to
increase your joy in crossdressing as much as possible. Whether you're a woman with a boyfriend or husband whom you
want to become feminine-because of what it will do for them or you or your other boyfriend-or whether you're a sole
practitioner who loves the hobby and would like to have ideas on how to reap more delight from it, this book can help. A
woman who gives this book to a male will be making a statement of how much she loves him and wants him to be her
special person. A sole practitioner of this hobby who takes this book to heart will be doing an act of kindness and respect
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for her inner girl that says, I love who I am when I'm feminized, and I deserve to take care of her. Maximize the joys of
being a male-to-female crossdresser and increase the gratification, satisfaction, degree of sensuality, and amount of time
you have to enjoy it in this quick but thought-provoking short read. This is a guide that will help feminized men-husbands,
boyfriends, sissies, those in female-led relationships, or cuckolded males who are feminized. Give it as a gift for them or
buy it as a gift for yourself. Look inside now!
The first cycle of the Phi Moo series is assembled here together! Phi Moo: Smithville University is a typically small college
in Middle America. When a new students transfers in, strange things start happening to the sisters of the Phi Mu sorority,
changes that make them more buxom, docile creatures. The mysterious Maureen appears to be at the center of it all, and
sorority sister Kaley sets out to find out what makes her sisters act so strangely before the same fate can befall her! Phi
Moo, Too: Hitomi is a shy loner at Elliston University. But when Kaley arrives on campus, Hitomi finds herself drawn to
the voluptuous girl, despite the changes she sees in the sorority house Kaley has claimed as her own. Soon, she will
battle for her very being as Kaley's seductive influence begins altering the sisters of the sorority... and threatens to claim
Hitomi, too! Phi Moo 3: Ron and Stephanie are the perfect couple. High school sweethearts gone to college, their whole
lives before them. When Stephanie returns from a visit to the Phi Mu sorority a little more excited than usual, who's to
complain? Only this change in Stephanie isn't just tonight. Something is happening at the Phi Mu sorority and Ron is
determined to get to the bottom of it. What he doesn't know is every herd needs its bull and Kaley has her sights set on
him.
Greg thought it would just be one time. Just "get it all out", then live life normally...One time turned to once a month. Once
a month turned to once a week. Once a week turned to every night.He thought he kept his dirty little secret so well. But,
they knew the entire time.Word count: 62,000 wordsGreg awakes to find himself restrained and dolled up. A mysterious
female hypnotizer tells Greg his new name is Ashley, and with a whip, he forgets all about his past. Every idea Ashley
had of "Greg" vanished into thin air. The latex hypnotist reveals that Ashley is now part of a feminization cult. Sissy maid
training soon starts...The Don is the powerful alpha behind the whole transformation cult, clearly asserting and
demonstrating his dominance time and time again. Every lunar eclipse, he chooses one freshly transformed sissy to live
in his private mansion.What Don thought would just be another live-in sissy maid, turns out to be more than just that.
Ashley... transforms his life for good.Keywords: sissy school girl, sissy maid training, sissy slave, crossdressing,
feminization, mental change, gender bender, Author note: This book is a re-release of the five-book series "Forced
Feminization Abduction".
A boy sent to a girls' finishing school as a girl? Sam was just another lazy kid-no direction in life, hanging out at his
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parents' house, no girlfriend, listless. His parents gave him choices: Move out and work the only kind of job he was ready
for, a minimum-wage job, or join the service, or go to a girls' finishing school. After his initial shock, Sam saw finishing
school as the easiest way out, giving him another year to goof off and be surrounded by gorgeous, rich girls, and have a
free ride for another year. Sam becomes Samantha and goes off to school-a school where the girls are taught how to
take care of a man and be the ideal wife. He's trained in all aspects of taking care of a man and is torn between his male
desires and ego, and the desires his new role creates in his feminized, crossdressed, gender-bending self. What will be
the result of his training? Will the other girls find out what he is? Will he find a girlfriend and love? Will he learn to serve a
successful man as a wife? Will his life become a dream, or a nightmare? Enter the world of a crossdressed and
feminized male and see if there is any chance for the new 'gurl' in this short-read, new adult, LGBT, hot and steamy,
transgender romance.
Curt's having the worst luck: his date just stood him up, he just sat in someone's cheesy nachos at the movie theatre, and
a crazy naked woman BIT him in the alley outside. It's true what they say, weird things do happen at the full moon.Little
does Curt know that the woman who bit him in the alley has infected him. His full moon nights are about to get a lot
weirder, because from now on, he'll become a sex-hungry woman when the moon is fully exposed.His female self's
appetites are insatiable when the full moon is in the sky. He can only refer to himself as a werewoman. He enlists Kathy,
his oldest friend and the only person who will believe him, to help him deal with the werewoman. Together, they manage
to find a bright spot in all the madness.Author's note: This is a standalone romance story with a HAE ending! Two bonus
gender swap romance stories have been included as a thank you to my readers!Warning: This 15,000-word novella
contains graphic language and steamy descriptions of gender transformation and sex.
7 forced-feminization stories for the price of one. From Here to Femininity is an updated version of Lady Alexa's novel
The Woman's World, about a male mistakenly entering a female commune. they have one rule, you must be female. A
Perfect Life - a female boss lives and works with feminised men. His Breasts - a wife wants her husband to have large
boobs. In Dresses and Skirts - a young man goes to spend summer with his aunt and female cousins. His suitcase goes
missing en route and it's a female-only household. There's only one possible outcome. Maximum Humiliation - a male
finding himself exposed in public as a sissy. The Feminisation Game finds a husband whose wife wants more than a
feminisation bedroom game. She wants the reality. Feminized and Pretty, The Prequel was previously only available to
Lady Alexa's newsletter subscribers. This novel contains stories of forced feminization, female domination, humiliation,
cross-dressing and sissification. For adults aged 18+ or the age of legal maturity in your region.
'I edged forward, his hand shot out to grab my wrist again, which he then used to pull me into him. "Please, don't," I whimpered,
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trying to keep my voice soft and feminine in spite of my panic. But he wrapped me up in his tight embrace so I was looking up
under his chin, unable to move, smelling the coffee and cigarettes on his breath.' Experience the gradual erosion of Joe's
masculinity at the hands of his wife and her lover, until this once successful guy has been humiliated and broken, and reluctantly
takes on the role of their 24/7 maid, all his power now gone. In order to avoid confrontation, Joe complies with each incremental
step till it is too late, and Josie is soon enduring such horrors as forced feminization, femme dom, financial domination, chastity,
bdsm, spanking, pegging, bottoming, oral, total power exchange, sissy hypnosis and maid service, ending up with nothing but the
need to be obedient and serve her Mistress and her lover. Rate and review if you want more delicious forced fem stories in this
series. SharpeInk ***** Best Forced Femme I've Read in Years! (Reviewed in the United States on April 16, 2021) Excepting works
by the revered Ann Michelle, this is the best forced feminization novel I've ever read (and I've read--or tried to read--most). The
plot is standard but smoothly executed. No corners are cut; every step of of Joe's ushered transition to Josie is lovingly described
and his crossdressing dilemmas are both pathetic and delectable...
"The locker room reeked of dampness, sweat, and expired deodorant. I took notice when Eric took off his shirt and changed into
his gym shorts. He was tall and good-looking, even for an older guy in his 40s. His short black beard made him look manly. I only
had small bits of youthful stubble on my chin." Jordan can't help it. He has a crush on his mom's boyfriend. Every time he comes
over, Jordan stares at his built-like-a-tank body. Eric invites Jordan to workout with him and pack on some muscle of his own. But
still, at 19, Jordan has a long way to go to catch up with Eric. Lying on the bench press, looking up at the mass of muscle towering
over him, the unthinkable happens. A small moment of tenderness and things will never be the same...
Unmarried, thirty-year-old Sophy Metcalfe told a little white he to soothe her nagging mother. The white lies name was "Dominic,"
the ideal boyfriend: charming, successful, the kind of prospective son-in-law that would make any mother proud. But now that
Sophy's thin and beautiful sister, Belinda, is getting married, Dominic is going to have to make an appearance in the flesh -- which
should be a pretty neat trick ... since the genuine article vanished from Sophy's life after a single, singularly unmemorable evening.
So she resorts to a very drastic measure -- aka Josh Carmichael, the escort she hires at the very last minute, sight unseen. But
the trouble with white lies is that they tend to multiply. The trouble with rugged, too-sexy, and independent Josh is ... well, that
Sophy's actually beginning to like him! Even if they make it through the Wedding Day from Hell together -- with its new intrigues,
old flames, and all-too-familiar faces -- there's the night that follows... and, of course, the morning after. And that could end up
being the biggest trouble of all! A hip, witty, and freshly fantastic delight, Asking for Trouble is the most hilarious and knowing novel
to make the scene since Bridget Jones first set pen to paper to record her most intimate innermost thoughts.
Devon Marks loved books more than just about anything. They're his job and his passion, and they've brought him to an auction
where he meets the hottest guy he's ever seen. When Brand Drake offers to let Devon come and value his extensive collection at
an old mansion high in the Colorado mountains, he knows life as about as good as it gets.Brand Drake knows he wants Devon the
moment they meet, so he goes about adding Devon to his hoard the same way he would an amazing old book. But when Devon
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starts eating him out of house and home and showing signs that he has emerging dragon traits, he knows he hasn't just found a
lover, he's found a mate. When Devon starts to show signs of something even more amazing, Brand calls on his brothers Eagan
and Tyson to help him figure out what to do, as well as how to tell Devon what's going on with his body, which is life-changing, and
also dangerous. Someone always wants dragon magic to use, and Brand has to find a way to keep them safe, and to keep Devon
with him, hopefully forever.
Don’t say things you don’t mean, unless you like the idea of ending up cute, feminized, and ready to party… When Charlie’s
friend Vanessa crashes his gaming party and whines about the boys never wanting to have a night on the town, Charlie shoots
back that he’d love to go out if he could get the kind of romantic attention she does for just one night. Without missing a beat,
Vanessa offers to give him just that chance and see just what it’s like to be a gorgeous girl on the town. With his soft looks and
slender body, she thinks she could make him into a rather pretty girl… Why not, Charlie wonders? It might be fun. So with a little
touch of makeup and some borrowed clothes, Vanessa transforms Charlie into Candy for just one night—a night Candy won’t soon
forget. But Candy discovers that it’s not all fun and games as a girl when the guys at the bar start to get a little too handsy. How
will she manage a totally new set of expectations? She’s going to have to adjust quickly to avoid her little secret getting out, or the
consequences could be devastating…
A house that turns boys into girls? A college student is looking for a house to rent and comes across an unbelievable deal.
According to the gorgeous girl vacating it, the place is enchanted and has a closet with women's clothing and accoutrements that
can never be emptied. She also claims it turned her from a boy into a very special girl while she lived there. Convinced the renter
is a bubble off, and there is no such thing as an enchanted house, plus the fact the deal is irresistible and the house and yard so
perfect, Chris decides to rent the place and invites his roommate and best friend Bill to join him. Will the house turn out to be what
the last renter said, or is it all a farce? Will Chris grow into a fully feminized special girl, or will he and Bill continue to live as two
regular guys enjoying renting a knock-out house together? Immerse yourself in Chris's tale of growth, change, and finding love in
this new-adult, LGBT, transgender, crossdressing, feminization, first-time, short-read romance.
Punishing The Bounty Hunters And Locking Him In Chastity! Lacey is a stunning young woman who teases the bounty hunter
Bryce The seductive tease takes the unsuspecting male on an evening of femdom, sissification and chastity lock up! This 6000
word short story includes adult themes of feminization, crossdressing, male humiliation and should be read by adults only!
Keywords: Feminization, Crossdressing, Male Humiliation, Sissy, Chastity
First Time FeminizedA Crossdressing RomanceAlyson Belle Productions

There’s no better way to decode the mysteries of women than to become one yourself… Antwon Reynolds is a brilliant
scientist working day and night to win fame and fortune by solving the ultimate mystery of mankind—how to understand
the mysterious inner workings of women’s minds! To further his research, he comes up with a brilliant and daring plan:
the creation of a potion which will allow him to transform himself into a woman and conduct first-hand research of the
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intricacies of the fairer sex. The only barrier to his plan is Duke Owen Montgomery, head of the scientific society, and his
biggest critic. Not only does the Duke regularly belittle Antwon, but his uncanny success with women is infuriating. What
drives this strange attraction? When Antwon completes his potion, he experiences his moment of greatest triumph as he
takes it and is immediately transformed into a beautiful woman, mind and body! He poses as his own cousin Anita, and
immediately sets out learning to act and speak as a woman from his ravishing assistant Maggie so that he can complete
his societal research. But being a woman is so much more exciting than Anita had ever anticipated—the sensations, the
power, the emotions, the cravings… most especially her newfound craving for her old enemy, Duke Owen. Will she be
able to resist her passions long enough to finish her research, or will she give in to the newfound desire she experiences
at the touch of his artful hands? More and more, all she wants is to seduce the Duke, wrap herself up at his side, and be
with him forever…
What do a congresswoman, a soccer mom, and a personal assistant have in common?They live in a free use society,
where every woman obeys every sexual request a man makes of them.This is an anthology, collecting the previously
published short stories "The Interview", "Half Time", and "First Day", and also featuring a brand new tale of a woman's
eventful morning with her roommate's boyfriend, named "Breakfast".
Warning! Contains Intense Sissy Domination Erotica! Contains 4 erotically charged sissy and feminization bdsm
domination stories, if you like sissy stories then this is one bundle you don't want to miss.
An ancient mogul has bought the power to live forever, but the strong young body he plans to inhabit has other ideas.
The battle for immortal life begins in Stanley Bing’s “stimulating, satirical and perhaps even visionary novel” (Wall Street
Journal). Immortal life. A fantasy, an impossible dream—or is it? The moguls of Big Tech are pouring their mountain of
wealth into finding a cure for death and they are determined to succeed. None of these titans is richer than Arthur Vogel.
The inventor, tech tycoon, and all-round monster has amassed trillions of dollars and rules over a corporate empire
stretching all the way to Mars. The newest—and most expensive—life extension technology has allowed him to live to 127
years, but time is running out. His last hope to escape the inevitable lies with Gene, a human specifically created for the
purpose of housing Arthur’s consciousness. The plan is to discard his aged body and come to a second life in a young,
strong host. But there’s a problem: Gene. He may be artificial, but he is a person—and he has other ideas. As Arthur sets
off to achieve his goal of world domination, Gene hatches a risky plan of his own. The forces against him are rich,
determined, and used to getting what they pay for. The battle between creator and creation is heightened as the two
minds wrestle for control of one body. Mixing brisk action, humor, and wicked social commentary, author Stanley Bing
has crafted “an engaging and cautionary tale about the direction in which spaceship Earth is hurtling” (USA Today).
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Welcome to a brave new world that is too familiar for comfort—and watch the struggle for humanity play out to the bitter
end.
The life stories of Amanda, Tiare, Kyara, Keyko, Mandy, Candise, Bambi, Salma, Dyana, Maggie, and Baby have
something in common, they are all transsexual girls who have had to go through a complex life for which they were not
born with the body they wanted and the reality of their feelings. His chronicles show us the erotic side of the different
situations that each of them has had to endure to make a like the women they always wanted to be.
What is motivating her to feminize him? A geek named Joss, working on his PhD thesis on motivation, rents a house
away from the noise and takes in a roommate named Marcy to help pay the bills. Little does he know how lucky he will be
to have Marcy as his roommate. She is another PhD candidate, also working on a thesis about motivation. Gorgeous and
intelligent, Marcy motivates Joss to discover things he never would have dreamed of, and they learn about motivation,
love, sensuality, and femininity. She soon has Joss fully crossdressed and feminized to experience life as Jossie, a
desirable girl rather than his geek self. Will he be motivated to become the geek again when their experimenting is over,
or will he be destined to live his life fully feminized forever? Which will he choose? Does he in fact have a choice?
Immerse yourself in the vivid experiences of Joss as he tells the tale of his crossdressing and feminization while falling in
love in this new-adult, LGBT, transgender, crossdressing, feminization, first-time, short-read romance.
"You know I've always wanted kids," Maddie said. "Then it hit me: why go through the agony of childbirth when I can just
make you my baby? I can mold you into a perfect toddler and reprimand you without any fear of child abuse. Plus, I can
keep you in diapers the rest of your life."That's how i ended up at the CRIB, the asylum for the Creative Reintroduction of
Infantile Behavior.Maddie sent me to a special program run by her friend, Hannah. Here's what Maddie wrote: "I'm
begging you to accept my boyfriend Rodney Ripplehorn into your program because he needs the strictest
corrections."Spare no rod."Only last week, I found him hiding in a closet, reading this naughty literature about a young
man transformed into a toddler by his mother-in-law."This story is includes serious age regression, diaper domination,
bondage, spanking, force feeding, transvestite disciplinarians, creative punishments and sissy subjugation.
8 books, and over 120,000 words! Individually, these would cost over $60 in paperbacks, and $23 in Kindle versions.
Immerse yourself now in these LGBT, new adult romances, where feminine transformation, well beyond simply
crossdressing, is a door-opener to love. Experience the almost complete, male-to-female transformations in these hot
and steamy, short-read, first-time romances where men become feminized and enter a new world. Included in this set are
the following short-read stories: Frat House - A Gender Bending LGBT Romance Femboys on School Break - A First
Time LGBT Romance All Dolled Up - A Student Gets Fem - An LGBT Romance Realizing Jessica: A Femboy Gets Fem
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and Discovers Inner Passions & Love A Gender Swap for Jamie - An LGBT RomanceJessica's Turn: A Gender-Bending
LGBT Romance Caught at the Frat: An LGBT, First Time, Crossdressing, Transgender Romance Desires - Fantasy
Becomes Reality for an Occasional Crossdresser Indulge in this gift of passion for yourself, or gift these passionate
stories to your good friends now.
Becoming Joanne The Full Story brings together the three Becoming Joanne books with previously unpublished chapters into a
single novel. It had been re-edited and updated.We follow the adventures of Joseph, a lazy misogynist husband as Julia, his longsuffering wife finally reaches the end of her patience with him. She asks her best friend, Melissa, to help her teach Joseph a
lesson. Julia has no idea what Melissa has in mind for Joseph as he is dragged along the journey to Becoming Joanne, Melissa's
pretty bimbo assistant.For mature readers only. This 97,000 word box set contains scenes of a sexual nature including, forced
feminisation, power exchange, female domination, cross dressing, she-males, mild BDSM, schoolgirl and maids outfits and much
more.
Male college students join a campus club for crossdressers. One member takes another under his wing as they fully feminize and
crossdress into passable, sexy, and sensual feminized beings. The mentor invites the student to question all his previous
paradigms and beliefs about sexuality, love, and gender labels and what it means to be oneself. Through the use of male chastity
and denial, they achieve a new level of desire, which reveals previously unknown cravings. Will the answers to their questions
reveal that they're societal rejects and freaks of nature, and cause them to give up the fem side forever? Or will they find love and
a new way of living defined by what they are inside and what they love? Find out in this hot and steamy, new adult, LGBT shortread romance about two college boys finding their fem side and seeing where it leads. Start reading now!
With 23 books and over 130,000 words long, this massive collection contains every book that Thomas Pike has written to date! It
has everything you could ever desire when it comes to lesbian shemales and futanari, not to mention the hard and thick surprises
that they have between their legs! From experienced MILFs to innocent young women, thick tentacles to belly inflation, huge
secrets to busty hotties, there is no end to what these sexy women will experience!
Sex Made Better and Better. Every generation discovers gay sex in its own way: new sex symbols, styles and fetishes appear and
take the place of old ones; familiar sex practices become less popular, while people love each other in exciting new ways. From
the tried and true to the exotic and adventurous, this book offers expert tips and unexpected tricks to make gay sex an even more
joyful experience.
Many countries around the world are engaged in decentralization processes, and most African countries face serious problems
with forest governance, from benefits sharing to illegality and sustainable forest management. This book summarizes experiences
to date on the extent and nature of decentralization and its outcomes, most of which suggest an underperformance of governance
reforms, and explores the viability of different governance instruments in the context of weak governance and expanding
commercial pressures over forests. Findings are grouped into two thematic areas: decentralization, livelihoods and sustainable
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forest management; and international trade, finance and forest sector governance reforms. The authors examine diverse forces
shaping the forest sector, including the theory and practice of decentralization, usurpation of authority, corruption and illegality,
inequitable patterns of benefits capture and expansion of international trade in timber and carbon credits, and discuss related
outcomes on livelihoods, forest condition and equity. The book builds on earlier volumes exploring different dimensions of
decentralization and perspectives from other world regions, and distills dimensions of forest governance that are both unique to
Africa and representative of broader global patterns. Authors ground their analysis in relevant theory while attempting to distill
implications of their findings for policy and practice.
What happens when a guy is caught looking in the panty drawer of his girl roommate? He's given the time of his life when she
feminizes him and turns him into her girlfriend to party with. She teaches her crossdressing girly-boy, new ways to have, and give
pleasure. His new life is far more exciting than he ever would have imagined as they both pleasure real men, each other, and
themselves. A chastity cage for the newly feminized roommate helps to drive the excitement to new levels. Join them in their
excitement and see if this feminization results in a permanent gender bending, or just a temporary vacation in this new-adult, xrated, transformation.
Ten Stories of transformation, crossdressing, and feminization! Sometimes, it's not enough to play it safe. These ten stories
chronicle adventurous men and women taking a ride on the wild side. They're open-minded and indulge in their deepest, most
secret desires. Take a ride with them in this anthology of hot stories! This collection contains ten stories normally priced at $2.99
each. You can now get them at a huge discount. What a savings! COLLECTION INCLUDES: DOLLED UP (A Crossdressing
Feminized Story) SHOWTIME (A Crossdressing Feminized Story) MY THAI DATE (A First Time Transgender Romance Story)
DOUBLELIFE (A Closeted First Time Transgender Story) ROOM SERVICE (A First Time Maid Crossdressing Story) THE
WAITING GAME (A Crossdressing Feminized Story) HELLO NURSE (A Crossdressing Feminized Story) SAVE ME (A
Transgender Romance Story) DRIVE ME WILD (A First Time Crossdressing Feminization Story) COFFEE SHOP LOVE (A First
Time Transgender Romance Story)
5 stories of sissy feminization This scorching hot bundle includes 5 sexy tales of sissy feminization. Included in this bundle are *
Sissy Training The Panty Thief * Sissy Chastity Training The Bounty Hunter * Sissy Humiliation * Sissy Punished In An Afternoon
of Sissification and Facesitting * Pegging The Sissy This .30,000 word bundle contains adult themes including feminization,
sissification, sissy maid and should be read by adults only!
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major motion picture directed by Steven Spielberg. “Enchanting . . . Willy Wonka
meets The Matrix.”—USA Today • “As one adventure leads expertly to the next, time simply evaporates.”—Entertainment Weekly A
world at stake. A quest for the ultimate prize. Are you ready? In the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The only time Wade Watts
really feels alive is when he’s jacked into the OASIS, a vast virtual world where most of humanity spends their days. When the
eccentric creator of the OASIS dies, he leaves behind a series of fiendish puzzles, based on his obsession with the pop culture of
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decades past. Whoever is first to solve them will inherit his vast fortune—and control of the OASIS itself. Then Wade cracks the first
clue. Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill to take this prize. The race is on—and the only way to survive is to win. NAMED ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Entertainment Weekly • San Francisco Chronicle • Village Voice • Chicago Sun-Times
• iO9 • The AV Club “Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry Potter.”—HuffPost “An addictive read . . . part intergalactic scavenger
hunt, part romance, and all heart.”—CNN “A most excellent ride . . . Cline stuffs his novel with a cornucopia of pop culture, as if to
wink to the reader.”—Boston Globe “Ridiculously fun and large-hearted . . . Cline is that rare writer who can translate his own dorky
enthusiasms into prose that’s both hilarious and compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic page-turner . . . starts out like a simple bit of
fun and winds up feeling like a rich and plausible picture of future friendships in a world not too distant from our own.”—iO9
John and his wife Melissa just can’t seem to get along. He's sick and tired of doing all the work around the house while she loafs
around and shows up to her modeling gigs once in a while, and she's frustrated that John doesn't understand how much effort she
actually puts into her career. In the middle of one of their heated arguments, John suddenly wishes that Melissa could get just a
small taste of what it feels like to be him, but he's completely unprepared for his wish to be granted! Suddenly he's in Melissa's
body and she's in his, and neither of them knows why. But their work still has to get done, so they agree to just try being each
other for a while. John is excited for his new life of relaxation and fun and looking forward to Melissa struggling with his usual
duties, but he's unprepared for just how good Melissa is at being him, and he soon realizes that he may have gotten more than he
bargained for when he made his wish...
She makes her boyfriend into her girlfriend? It's Christmas break. Gorgeous Piper loves nerdy Jake's passion for buying her
clothes, but her intuition tells her he does it not only because he loves her so much but also because of his hidden desire to wear
them himself. She buys her love everything needed for crossdressing and transforming Jake into Jackie, her girlfriend. That
afternoon, she enlightens him in the nuances of presenting his feminine side and immerses him in the pleasures of catering to his
feminine persona. The now feminine, sensual, and very alluring Jackie is then made to keep their plan for a romantic night out at a
fine restaurant and dancing. Will Jackie live for this one night only, or will Jake fall to the wayside and Jackie rise like a phoenix
from Jake's ashes? What hidden secrets will Jackie discover when she enters the world as a beautiful and alluring young lady?
Will Piper's amorous past throw cold water on their relationship, or will it enhance it and drive Jackie's hidden feminine desires?
What sort of love will they have, or will their love fail to survive Jake's change into Jackie? Enter the world of a crossdressed and
beautifully feminized male, and experience what she discovers in this short-read, new-adult, LGBT, hot and steamy, transgender
romance. Look inside now.
A feminized, crossdressing nerd gets caught! Joey, a nerdy male engineering student is caught crossdressing at his fraternity
house. Will this feminized male be blackmailed, taken advantage of by the other frat members, or will it stay a secret between her
and the members who caught her? Will she be forever labeled their sissy and used as the fraternity's slave girl, or what will they be
asking of her? Little did she know the reception she would receive when exposed.Things change dramatically for her and othersPage 10/12
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things that break paradigms and perceptions about feminized men presenting as girls and exploring possible risks or rewards and
changed relationships between people. How will the new view of things affect the lives of the frat members? How will the
relationships go? Will they find love and caring, or hate and ridicule? Immerse yourself in this sensual journey of love and life in
this steamy, new adult, short-read, LGBT, first time, transgender romance where gender-bending and feminization change lives.
Start reading now!
Powerful Businessman Is Sissified and Transformed Into An Obedient Hotel Maid! When Evan, a powerful and confident
businessman acts inappropriately and rude towards a hotel maid during his stay at a 5 star hotel. The last thing he expects is to be
knocked down several pegs. But the maid, Camilla, doesn’t stand for the humiliation. And she starts to hatch an evil plan with her
fellow maids to teach the businessman the ultimate lesson. An unforgettable lesson where the maids uses their sexual prowess to
strip Evan of his masculinity, feminizing and sissifying him……… …...as they parade him around the prestigious hotel in his own Sissy
Maid outfit. This 6,000 word short story contains adult themes of crossdressing, sissification, feminization, male humiliation and
should be read by adult only!
Adam becomes Amy in an adventure he'll NEVER forget ...Adam is about to take a whirlwind journey of transformation and
feminization, as he goes from straight college boy to dolled up contestant on this year's Sissy Star competition. He only went to the
audition to give his room mate moral support, but before he knows it, Adam finds himself the star of the show! But as the
challenges become more intense, Adam wonders if he has what it takes to succeed ... At over TWICE the length of her usual
books, D.L. Savage's brand new novella Sissy Star will take you on a wild ride you'll never forget!
Beka, having just lost her fiancâe in a slaver's raid, is able to distract herself by going with her team on an important hunt at the
queen's request, unaware that the throne of Tortall depends on their success.
This book demonstrates how to successfully manage and lead healthcare institutions by employing the logic of business model
innovation to gain competitive advantages. Since clerk-like routines in professional organizations tend to overlook patient and
service-centered healthcare solutions, it challenges the view that competition and collaboration in the healthcare sector should not
only incorporate single-end services, therapies or diagnosis related groups. Moreover, the authors focus on holistic business
models, which place greater emphasis on customer needs and put customers and patients first. The holistic business models
approach addresses topics such as business operations, competitiveness, strategic business objectives, opportunities and threats,
critical success factors and key performance indicators.The contributions cover various aspects of service business innovation
such as reconfiguring the hospital business model in healthcare delivery, essential characteristics of service business model
innovation in healthcare, guided business modeling and analysis for business professionals, patient-driven service delivery models
in healthcare, and continuous and co-creative business model creation. All of the contributions introduce business models and
strategies, process innovations, and toolkits that can be applied at the managerial level, ensuring the book will be of interest to
healthcare professionals, hospital managers and consultants, as well as scholars, whose focus is on improving value-generating
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and competitive business architectures in the healthcare sector.
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